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Abstract
A square real matrix A is called a strong sign nonsingular matrix (S2NS matrix) if all the
matrices with the same sign pattern as A are nonsingular and all the inverses of these matrices
have the same sign pattern. S2NS digraphs are digraphs associated with those S2NS matrices
with negative main diagonals. In this paper, we define the associated linear system of equa-
tions L.D/ (over the finite field F2) for each digraph D, and then define an undirected graph
G.L.D// representing certain relations between the equations of L.D/. We obtain algebraic
criteria to recognize the minimal forbidden configurations of S2NS digraphs in terms of the
solvability of the linear system L.D/ and some of its subsystems and the connectedness of
the undirected graph G.L.D//. These algebraic criteria together with a conjunction operation
of digraphs can be used to construct infinitely many new minimal forbidden configurations.
© 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The sign of a real number a is defined to be 1, −1 or 0 according to the cases
a > 0; a < 0 or a D 0, respectively.
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The sign pattern of a real matrix A is the .0; 1;−1/-matrix obtained from A by
replacing each entry by its sign. The set of real matrices with the same pattern as A
is called the qualitative class of A, and is denoted by Q.A/.
A square real matrix A is called a sign nonsingular (SNS) matrix, if each matrix
with the same sign pattern as A is nonsingular. An SNS matrix A is called a strong
sign nonsingular matrix (or S2NS matrix), if the inverses of the matrices in Q.A/ all
have the same sign pattern.
S2NS matrices are extensively studied in qualitative matrix theory (which in-
volves the study of “qualitative properties” which depend only on the sign patterns
of the matrices, and has important applications in economics), see e.g., [1,2].
The study of S2NS matrices are closely related to the study of certain class of
digraphs. This is because that for a square real matrix A, the property of being an
S2NS matrix depends only on the sign pattern of A, while the sign pattern of A
can be completely described by a signed digraph associated with A. We explain this
relation more precisely in the following.
A signed digraph S is a digraph where each arc of S is assigned a sign +1 or −1
(the signed digraphs considered in this paper are assumed to contain no loops). The
sign of a subdigraph S1 of S is defined to be the product of the signs of all the arcs of
S1, denoted by sgn.S1/.
Let A D .aij ) be a square real matrix of order n. The associated digraph D.A/ of
A is defined to be the digraph with the vertex set V D f1; 2; : : : ; ng and arc set E D
f.i; j/ j aij =D 0; i =D j g. The signed digraph S.A/ of A is obtained from D.A/ by as-
signing the sign of aij to each arc .i; j/ inD.A/. Clearly,D.A/ completely determines
the zero pattern of A, and S.A/ completely determines the sign pattern of A.
A signed digraph S is called an S2NS signed digraph if S satisfies the following
two conditions:
1.1. The sign of every cycle of S is negative.
1.2. Every pair of paths in S with the same initial vertex and the same terminal vertex
have the same sign.
A digraph D is called an S2NS underlying digraph (or simply S2NS digraph) if
the arcs of D can be suitably assigned the signs so that the resulting signed digraph
is an S2NS signed digraph.
A significant result about the relation between S2NS matrices and digraphs is
[1,2]: a square real matrix A with a negative main diagonal is an S2NS matrix if
and only if its signed digraph S.A/ is an S2NS signed digraph. From this result we
think that the study of S2NS matrices is essentially equivalent to the study of S2NS
signed digraphs, and the study of the zero patterns of S2NS matrices is essentially
equivalent to the study of S2NS digraphs.
We can also see from the definitions that any signed subdigraph of an S2NS signed
digraph is an S2NS signed digraph, and so any subdigraph of an S2NS digraph is still
an S2NS digraph.
A digraph which is not an S2NS digraph is also called an “S2NS forbidden config-
uration” (or simply “a forbidden configuration”). If D is a forbidden configuration,
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but any proper subdigraph of D is not a forbidden configuration, then D is called a
“minimal forbidden configuration” (MFC).
It is clear that any forbidden configuration contains an MFC as its subdigraph.
Now we introduce some operations on digraphs which can preserve the property
of being, or being not, S2NS digraphs.
Let D be a digraph. A splitting on a vertex x of D is the digraph obtained from
D by inserting a new vertex x1, a new arc .x; x1/, and replacing each arc of D of
the form .x; v/ by the arc .x1; v/. A subdivision on an arc .u; v/ of D is the digraph
obtained from D by deleting the arc .u; v/ and then inserting a new vertex u1 and
two new arcs .u; u1/ and .u1; v/. A pair of oppositely directed arcs .x; y/ and .y; x/
in D is called an (undirected) edge, denoted by Tx; yU. An “even edge subdivision”
on an edge Tx; yU of D is the digraph obtained from D by deleting the edge Tx; yU
and then inserting an even number of new vertices x1; x2; : : : ; x2k and the new edges
Tx; x1U; Tx1; x2U; : : : ; Tx2k−1; x2kU and Tx2k; yU.
It is not difficult to verify from the definitions that if a digraph D1 is a vertex
splitting, or an arc subdivision, or an even edge subdivision of a digraph D, then D
is an S2NS digraph if and only if D1 is. Also if D1 is an MFC, then so is D.
In view of this, we call an MFC D a “basic MFC” if D is an MFC and D is not a
vertex splitting, or an arc subdivision, or an even edge subdivision of other digraphs.
The reverse digraph D0 of a digraph D is a digraph obtained by reversing the
directions of all the arcs of D. It is easy to see that D is an S2NS digraph (or an
MFC) if and only if D0 is.
The following are some examples of basic MFCs.
Example 1.1 T3U. Let D3 be the digraph with three vertices v, x, y and four arcs
.x; y/, .y; x/, .x; v/ and .y; v/. Then (it is not hard to verify that) D3 is a basic
MFC.
Example 1.2 T4U. Let k > 2 be a positive integer and t1; t2; : : : ; tk be nonnegative
integers. Let Gi be a doubly directed path of length ti with two end vertices vi and
ui .i D 1; 2; : : : ; k/.
Take D.t1; : : : ; tk/ to be a digraph (as in [4, Theorem 2.1]) obtained by adding
to the disjoint union of G1; : : : ;Gk the new vertices y1; y2I x1; x2; : : : ; xk and the
following new arcs:
.xi; vi/ .i D 1; : : : ; k/I .xi; uiC1/ .i  1; : : : ; k.mod k//
.ui; y1/ .i D 1; : : : ; k/I .vi ; y2/ .i D 1; : : : ; k/:
Then it is proved in [4] that the digraph D.t1; : : : ; tk/ is an MFC in the cases that
k > 2 and t1 C    C tk is odd. It is a basic MFC if we further require that each
ti 2 f0; 1; 2g .i D 1; : : : ; k/.
An interesting problem in the study of S2NS matrices and S2NS digraphs is of
the characterizations of S2NS digraphs, especially the characterizations of S2NS
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digraphs in terms of the forbidden subdigraphs. On the other hand, since a digraph is
an S2NS digraph if and only if it does not contain any MFC as its subdigraph, it fol-
lows that this characterization problem for S2NS digraphs is in fact equivalent to the
problem of finding all the MFCs. Up to now, this problem is unsolved. Thomassen
[3] first constructed the basic MFCs D3 and D03 (see Example 1.1), and proved that
a strongly connected digraph is an S2NS digraph if and only if it does not contain
D3 or D03 as its subdigraph. Brualdi and Shader [2, p. 188] constructed a new basic
MFC. In [4], this basic MFC has been extended to a family of digraphs D.t1; : : : ; tk/
as given in Example 1.2.
In this paper, we introduce some algebraic methods to characterize and construct
MFCs. We first define the “associated linear system” L.D/ (over the finite field F2)
for each digraph D. The property of being an MFC for D can be characterized in terms
of the solvability of the linear system L.D/ and some of its subsystems. We then de-
fine the “equation connection (undirected) graph”G.L.D// associated with the linear
system L.D/, which indicates the existence of the common unknowns between the
equations of L.D/. Using the algebraic and graph theoretical arguments, we obtain
(in Theorem 2.2) a criterion for recognizing MFCs in terms of the connectedness of
the undirected graph G.L.D// under certain conditions on the linear system L.D/.
Using this criterion we construct a new basic MFC different from those in Examples
1.1 and 1.2 (and their reverse digraphs). In Section 3, we construct infinitely many new
basic MFCs by using this new basic MFC together with a “conjunction” operation of
digraphs which can preserve certain algebraic conditions needed in Theorem 2.2.
2. The algebraic constructions of MFCs
In this section, we introduce some algebraic methods to study MFCs. We ob-
tain algebraic criteria to recognize MFCs. Using these criteria we are able to con-
struct new basic MFCs. First we define the “associated linear system” L.D/ for each
digraph D.
Definition 2.1. Let D be a digraph, C1; : : : ; Cr be all the (directed) cycles of D, and
fPi;Qig .i D 1; : : : ; k/ be all the pairs of paths in D with the same initial vertex and
the same terminal vertex. Then the “associated linear system” L.D/ of D is defined
to be the following linear system of equations over the finite field F2 (the field with




x.P1/ C x.Q1/ D 0;
:::
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where for each arc e of D, there is a corresponding unknown x.e/ in the linear system
L.D/, and for each subdigraph D0 of D, we use x.D0/ to denote
P
e2E.D0/ x.e/.
An equation of L.D/ is said to “contain an unknown x.e/” if the coefficient of
x.e/ in that equation is not zero.
For a digraph D, the property of being an S2NS digraph, or an MFC, can now be
determined by the associated linear system L.D/.
Theorem 2.1. Let D be a digraph. Then we have:
1. D is an S2NS digraph if and only if the associated linear system L.D/ is solvable
(over the field F2/.
2. If D contains no isolated vertices, then D is an MFC if and only if L.D/ is unsolv-
able, and L.Dnfeg/ is solvable for each arc e of D (here L.Dnfeg/ is a linear sub-
system of L.D/ consisting of those equations which do not contain the unknown
x.e//.
Proof. 1. Suppose that L.D/ is solvable. Let fx.e/ D c.e/ j e 2 E.D/g be a solu-
tion of L.D/. Using this solution we assign the sign .−1/c.e/ to each arc e of D.
Then it is easy to verify that the resulting signed digraph is an S2NS signed digraph.
So D is an S2NS digraph.
Conversely, supposeS is an S2NS signed digraph withD as its underlying digraph.
We take x.e/ to be 0 or 1 in F2 according as the sign of the arc e in S is 1 or −1. Then
these values of x.e/ .e 2 E.D// form a solution of the linear system L.D/.
2. Follows directly from (1) and the definition of MFCs. 
Definition 2.2. Let L.D/ be the associated linear system of a digraph D. Then D is
said to be “2-arc regular” if for each arc e of D, the corresponding unknown x.e/ is
contained in exactly two equations of L.D/.
We will see in the following (Examples 2.1 and 2.2) that those basic MFCs we
know up to now (such as those given in Examples 1.1 and 1.2) are all 2-arc regular.
Also, the infinitely many new basic MFCs which we will construct in this paper are
also 2-arc regular.
In order to use the linear system L.D/ to study MFCs, we further define an undi-
rected graph G.L.D/) associated with the linear system L.D/. The connectedness
of this graph G.L.D// will be an essential condition for a 2-arc regular digraph D
to be an MFC.
Definition 2.3. Let D be a digraph. The equation connection graph G.L.D// of
the associated linear system L.D/ is an undirected graph such that each equation of
L.D/ corresponds to a vertex of G.L.D//, and there is an edge between two vertices
u and v in G.L.D// if and only if the two equations in L.D/ corresponding to u and
v contain a common unknown.
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Using the algebraic properties of the linear system L.D/ and the equation con-
nection graph G.L.D//, we can now give a criterion for determining whether a 2-arc
regular digraph D is an MFC.
Theorem 2.2. Let D be a 2-arc regular digraph with no isolated vertices. Then D
is an MFC if and only if D satisfies the following two conditions:
1. The number of cycles in D is odd.
2. The equation connection graph G.L.D// is connected.
Proof. Let A.L.D// and QA.L.D// be the coefficient matrix and augmented matrix
of the linear system L.D/, respectively. The 2-arc regularity of D implies that the
sum of all rows of A.L.D// is a zero vector (since 1 C 1 D 0 in F2).
Sufficiency. Statement (1) implies that the sum of the rows of QA.L.D// is
.0; 0; : : : ; 0; 1/. Hence, the linear system L.D/ is unsolvable.
Next, we show that (2) implies that any proper subset of the set of rows of
the matrix A.L.D// is linearly independent. Suppose not, then there must exist a
proper subset of the set of rows of A.L.D// whose sum is a zero vector (since
the only nonzero number in F2 is 1). Let V1 be the (proper) vertex subset of
the graph G.L.D// corresponding to these rows of A.L.D//. Then there is no
edge in the graph G.L.D// with one end vertex in V1 and another end vertex
not in V1 by the 2-arc regularity of D. So the graph G.L.D// is not connected,
a contradiction.
Now any proper subset of the set of rows of the matrix A.L.D// is linearly inde-
pendent. So any proper linear subsystem of L.D/ is solvable. Thus, for any arc e of
D, the linear system L.Dnfeg/ is solvable. Combining this and the unsolvability of
L.D/, we conclude by Theorem 2.1 that D is an MFC.
Necessity. Now assume that D is an MFC. Suppose to the contrary that (2) does
not hold (i.e., G.L.D// is not connected). Then L.D/ can be partitioned into two
proper linear subsystems L1.D/ and L2.D/ containing no commom unknowns. Now
D is an MFC, so Theorem 2.1 implies that the two linear systems L1.D/ and L2.D/
are both solvable. On the other hand, L1.D/ and L2.D/ contains no common un-
knowns, so the union of these two solvable linear systems L1.D/ and L2.D/, name-
ly, the linear system L.D/, is also solvable, contradicting the fact that D is an MFC.
So (2) holds.
By the same arguments as in the sufficiency part, (2) implies that any proper
subset of the set of rows of the matrix A.L.D// is linearly independent. So
rank.A.L.D/// D number of rows of A.L.D// − 1:
On the other hand, D is an MFC implies that L.D/ is unsolvable, so we have
rank. QA.L.D/// D rank.A.L.D/// C 1 D number of rows of QA.L.D//
so the rows of QA.L.D// are linearly independent, and thus the sum of the rows of
QA.L.D// is not a zero vector. But the sum of the rows of A.L.D// is a zero vector,
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Fig. 1. The digraph D3.
so the sum of the constant terms of all the equations of L.D/ is not zero. This implies
that the number of cycles in D is odd, and so (1) holds.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We now verify that both the digraphs D3 (in Example 1.1) and D.t1; : : : ; tk/ (in
Example 1.2) satisfy the 2-arc regularity condition and the connectedness condition
for G.L.D// in Theorem 2.2. These properties of the digraphs D.t1; : : : ; tk/ will
also be used in the constructions of the new basic MFCs in Section 3.
For convenience, the unknowns of the associated linear systems in the following
examples are indicated directly in Figs. 1–4 near the corresponding arcs.
Example 2.1. D DD3 (as defined in Example 1.1, also see Fig. 1). Then L.D/ is




a C d C c D 0;
b C c C d D 0;
a C b D 1;
and G.L.D// is the complete graph K3. Clearly D is 2-arc regular and G.L.D// is
connected. So D3 is an MFC by Theorem 2.2.
Example 2.2. D D D.t1; : : : ; tk/ (as defined in Example 1.2). For convenience, we
first consider the special case t1 D    D tk D 0 and denote D.k/ D D.0; 0; : : : ; 0/
(see Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. The digraph D.k/.
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Notice that for any vertex xi .i D 1; : : : ; k/ and any vertex yj .j D 1; 2/, there is
exactly one pair of paths from xi to yj , and these 2k pairs of paths are all the pairs
of paths in D.k/ with the same initial vertex and the same terminal vertex. So the




a1 C b1 C c1 C c2 D 0;
a2 C b2 C c2 C c3 D 0;
:::
ak−1 C bk−1 C ck−1 C ck D 0;
ak C bk C ck C c1 D 0;
a1 C b1 C d1 C d2 D 0;
a2 C b2 C d2 C d3 D 0;
:::
ak−1 C bk−1 C dk−1 C dk D 0;
ak C bk C dk C d1 D 0:
(2.2)
From (2.2) it can be easily checked that D.k/ is 2-arc regular. Also, the graph
G.L.D.k/// is a cylinder with a k-polygon as its base, so G.L.D.k/// is connected.
For the general cases where t1; : : : ; tk .k > 2/ are arbitrary nonnegative inte-
gers, it can be verified similarly that D.t1; : : : ; tk/ is 2-arc regular and the graph
G.L.D.t1; : : : ; tk/// is connected. (In fact, the graph G..L.D.t1; : : : ; tk/// can be
obtained by adding to the cylinder graph G.L.D.k/// .t1 C    C tk/ many new ver-
tices and 2.t1 C    C tk/ new edges where for each new vertex u, there are exactly
two new edges between u and some two old vertices in G.L.D.k///.) Thus, the
fact that the digraph D.t1; : : : ; tk/ is an MFC in the cases when t1 C    C tk is odd
(k > 2) [4] can now be verified by using Theorem 2.2.
Now we use Theorem 2.2 to construct a new basic MFC.
Example 2.3. Let D be the digraph as in Fig. 3.
Notice that except for the cases .i; j/ D .1; 3/ and .i; j/ D .2; 2/, there is exactly
one pair of paths from the vertex ui to the vertex wj .1 6 i; j 6 3/, and these seven
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4.
pairs of paths are all the pairs of paths in D with the same initial vertex and the same




a1 C b1 C a2 C b2 D 0;
a1 C x C z C b4 C a2 C b5 D 0;
a3 C y C b1 C a4 C b3 D 0;
a3 C z C b6 C a4 C b7 D 0;
a6 C b2 C a7 C b3 D 0;
a5 C b4 C a6 C b5 D 0;
a5 C b6 C a7 C b7 D 0;
x C y D 1:
(2.3)
From (2.3) we see that this digraph D is 2-arc regular. Also, the equation connection
graph G.L.D// contains the following connected spanning subgraph (in Fig. 4), so
G.L.D// is connected.
By using Theorem 2.2 we conclude that D is an MFC. Since D contains no vertex
with indegree one and no vertex with outdegree one and D contains only one cycle,
we see that D is a basic MFC.
In the next section, we construct infinitely many new basic MFCs by using
Theorem 2.2 and a “conjunction” operation of digraphs defined in Definition 3.1.
3. MFCs and the conjunction of digraphs
In this section, we will use a conjunction operation of digraphs to construct new
MFCs from the old MFCs. First we need some definitions.
A (strong) component of a digraph D is called a trivial component if it contains
no arcs. A component H of D is an initial (or terminal) component if there is no
arc of D from a vertex outside H (or in H) to a vertex in H (or outside H). An
intermediate component is a component which is neither an initial component nor a
terminal component.
A subdigraph G of a digraph D is called a Y-type subdigraph if G is a digraph
as in Fig. 5, where A and B are trivial initial components of D, T is a trivial terminal
component of D and M is a trivial intermediate component of D such that there is
no arc in D from A to T or from B to T, and there is no arc in D between M and
other initial or intermediate components of D. We denote this Y-type subdigraph G
by G D D.A;B;M; T /.
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Fig. 5.
Definition 3.1. Let D1 and D2 be two digraphs. Gi D Di.Ai; Bi;Mi; Ti/ be a
Y-type subdigraph of Di .i D 1; 2/, write the arcs
ci D .Ai;Mi/; di D .Bi;Mi/; ei D .Mi; Ti/; .i D 1; 2/:
The conjunction digraph of D1 and D2 on G1 and G2, denoted by D1.G1/  D2.G2/
(or simply D1  D2), is a digraph obtained by identifyingG1 and G2 (i.e., identifying
the corresponding vertices and arcs in G1 and G2) and then deleting the arc e1 D e2
in the resulting digraph.
For convenience, the new vertices (and arcs) in D1  D2 obtained from identifying
old vertices (and arcs) in G1 and G2 are denoted by A, B, M, T (and c, d), respectively.
It is obvious that in the conjunction digraph D1  D2, there is no arc from a com-
ponent in D1nG1 to a component in D2nG2. It follows from this observation that
there is also no path from a component H1 in D1nG1 to a component H2 in D2nG2
(and vice versa), for otherwise this path must contain an arc from some component
F1 in D1nG1 to some component F2 in D2nG2. This means that any path in D1  D2
is either entirely contained in D1 or entirely contained in D2.
Theorem 3.1. Let D1  D2 be the conjunction digraph of D1 and D2 on their
Y-type subdigraphsG1 D D1.A1; B1;M1; T1/ andG2 D D2.A2; B2;M2; T2/. Then
we have:
1. If D1 and D2 are both 2-arc regular, then so is D1  D2.
2. If D1 and D2 are both 2-arc regular, and the equation connection graphs G.L
.D1// and G.L.D2nfe2g// are both connected, then G.L.D1  D2// is also con-
nected.
Proof. 1. We first consider the associated linear system L.Di/ of the digraph Di
.i D 1; 2/. There are two equations in L.Di/ containing the unknown x.ei/ by the
2-arc regularity of Di . Now the only two paths in Di containing the arc ei (except ei





x.ci/ C x.ei/ C x.Pi/ D 0;
x.di/ C x.ei/ C x.Qi/ D 0;
(3.1)
where Pi (and Qi ) is the unique path in Di from Ai (and Bi ) to Ti different from
ci C ei (and di C ei ).
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Now we consider the linear system L.D1  D2/. Suppose that R1 and R2 are two
paths in D1  D2 with the same initial vertex and the same terminal vertex which
are neither both in D1 nor both in D2. Then we may assume that Ri passes through
some component Hi in DinGi .i D 1; 2/. It follows from the comments before this
theorem that the common initial vertex of R1 and R2 must be A or B, and the common
terminal vertex of R1 and R2 must be T. Therefore, we must have
fR1; R2g D fP1; P2g or fR1; R2g D fQ1;Q2g:
Also we notice that any cycle of D1  D2 is either a cycle of D1 or a cycle of D2. So
we conclude that the linear system L.D1  D2/ have the following form:




x.P1/ C x.P2/ D 0;
x.Q1/ C x.Q2/ D 0;
L.D2nfe2g/:
(3.2)
From (3.2) it is easy to see that L.D1  D2/ is 2-arc regular.
2. In the form (3.2) of the linear system L.D1  D2/, let V1 and V2 be the vertex
subsets of the graph G.L.D1  D2// corresponding to the subsystems L.D1nfe1g/
and L.D2nfe2g/; let u and v be the vertices of the graph G.L.D1  D2// correspond-
ing to the equations x.P1/ C x.P2/ D 0 and x.Q1/ C x.Q2/ D 0, respectively. By
the assumptions, the graph G.L.D2nfe2g// is connected, so the vertices of V2 are
all contained in one component of G.L.D1  D2//. Also L.D2nfe2g/ contains some
unknown in x.P2/ and some unknown in x.Q2/ by (3.1), so the vertices u, v and the
vertices of V2 are all contained in one component of G.L.D1  D2//.
Now suppose that G.L.D1  D2// is not connected. Then the set of equations in
the subsystem L.D1nfe1g/ can be divided into two parts L1.D1nfe1g/ and L2.D1n
fe1g/ such that L1.D1nfe1g/ is nonempty (contains at least one equation) and L1.D1n
fe1g/ contains no common unknowns with all the other equations in L.D1  D2/. It
follows that L1.D1nfe1g/ does not contain the unknowns in x.P1/ and x.Q1/, and
does not contain the unknowns x.c1/ and x.d1/ (since L.D2nfe2g/ contains x.c2/
and x.d2/, and c1 D c2, d1 D d2 in D1  D2). Thus, L1.D1nfe1g/ contains no com-
mon unknowns with all the other equations in L.D1/ (see (3.1)), and so the graph
G.L.D1// is not connected, a contradiction. So G.L.D1  D2// is connected. 
We now use Theorem 3.1 to construct a family of infinitely many new basic
MFCs. Take D1 to be the digraph in Example 2.3. Take a Y-type subdigraph G1
of D1 as G1 D D1.u2; u3;M;w3/, (see Fig. 3). Take D2 to be the digraph D.k/ D
D.0; 0; : : : ; 0/ in Example 2.2 (where D.t1; : : : ; tk/ is the digraph as defined in
Example 1.2). Take a Y-type subdigraph G2 of D2 as G2 D D2.x1; x2;M2; y1/
(see Fig. 2), and take the conjunction digraph D1  D2 D D1.G1/  D2.G2/. From
Examples 2.2 and 2.3 we know that both D1 and D2 are 2-arc regular, so D1  D2
is also 2-arc regular by Theorem 3.1. Also G.L.D1// is connected by Example 2.3.
Write the arc e2 D .M2; y1/ in G2. Then the graph G.L.D2nfe2g// is a subgraph of
G.L.D.k/// obtained by deleting two adjacent vertices of G.L.D.k///, so it is not
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hard to verify that the graph G.L.D2nfe2g// is also connected (in fact, the cylin-
der graph G.L.D.k/// is 3-connected for k > 3). It follows from Theorem 3.1 that
G.L.D1  D2// is also connected. Now clearly D1  D2 contains no isolated vertices
and contains exactly one cycle, so D1  D2 is an MFC by Theorem 2.2. Finally, since
D1  D2 contains no vertex with indegree one and no vertex with outdegree one, we
conclude that D1  D2 is a basic MFC.
By taking k D 2; 3; : : : ; for D2 D D.k/, the conjunction digraphs D1  D.k/
actually give an infinite family of new basic MFCs.
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